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Abstract-Many problems in mathematics and other natural sciences and techniques reduce 
themselves to determining all roots of generalized polynomial equations. We consider in this paper 
the situations in which the critical initial approximations {z:}, i = 1,. ,n, fail, when the iterative 
methods of Newton-Weierstrsss type are applied. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The system of functions {&}TZo is called Chebyshev’s system on the set a C_ R if every 
function )'&ut4~ has not more than n zeroes in A, where a, are arbitrary real numbers for 
which CT=“=,jui 1 > 0. Usually, Cz, ai& is called a generalized polynomial over the functions 
{4iL. 
Let, us consider a generalized polynomial on that system: 
(1) 
having only simple zeroes ~1,. , z,. Without loss of the generality, we assume a, = 1 
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The polynomial f( t can be depicted up to a multiplier constant in the following determinant ) 
form: 
$0 (z) 41 (z) .‘. 4% (z) 
4Obl) 41 (Zl) ... 
f(z) = : : 
+n (4 
. . 
$0 (zn) 41 (zn) ... 4n ;zn, 
For simultaneous extraction of the roots of equation f(z) = 0, we will apply the following 
iteration formula (see [1,2], for more details): 
f (4 Zk+l = z(” - ~ 
z 
’ Qk (2”) 
= zf - T (z”) , i=1,2 ,...,T (2) 
where 
40 (z) 41 (z) ... dh b) 
Qk (z) = 
$0 (zlk) $1 (z:) ... 4% (zlk) 
. . . 
40 (2) 4% izrc) ... 4% i4) 
For the sake of practice, the iteration formula (3) can be used when f(z) is in nondeterminant 
form. For this purpose, the numerator must be multiplied in the correcting term in method (2) 
by 
p izq $1 [zy 1:: :I’ [“g 
Dk = (-1)” ’ .z2 
1 z2 n 1 z2 
. 
Carstensen and Reinders [3] constructed higher-order methods for simultaneous computation 
of all zeroes of generalized polynomials (such as algebraic, trigonometric, and exponential poly- 
nomials or exponential sums) using argument principle. 
In [l], new interesting methods are considered for ordinary, trigonometric and exponential 
polynomials and methods to other functions occuring in approximation theory. Many authors 
observed in practice that method (2) is globally convergent for almost every starting point. We 
consider in this paper the conditions under which method (2) fails. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
In [l], Frommer pointed out the following. “We did not address the important question of how 
to find suitable initial approximations required for the simultaneous methods.” 
In general, the problem of the choice of initial approximations is a very difficult one and the 
convergence of any iterative algorithm for finding all roots of a given generalized polynomial is 
strongly connected with the distribution of its zeroes. 
In spite of this fact, we present the opposite problem, i.e., can we state such initial conditions 
under which method (2) fails? 
We have the following. 
THEOREM 1, Suppose that the sequence of initial approximations {zg}, i = 1,2, . . . , n, satisfies 
2~; - 2T (z;) = o, 
i=l i=l 
ez$z; - 9 f$;T (2;) = 0, 
(3) 
i=l j#i i=l j#i 
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n n n (3)(cont.) 
Then z1 = (z:, . . .,z:)” = (0,. . . ,O)‘, i.e., Q;(z’) = 0 then method (2) is not defined at the 
second step. 
PROOF. For z!+’ determined by (a), k = 0, 1,2,. it holds that z 7 
(4 
The system of equations (4) written in vector form for k = 0 reads 
AZ’ = X. 
Evidently, 
n 
det A = n (zj’ - ,zj’) # O. 
If the sequence of initial approximations z” = (z:, . . . ,z:) satisfies (3), i.e., X = (0,. . ,O)t, then 
we receive z1 = (0,. . . , O)‘, and the iteration (2) is not defined at the second step. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 1 implies that any manic polynomial f(z) = CGeui&(~) over an arbitrary Chebyshev 
system, there exists a set Mf such that the method (a), starting from z” E Mf, does not converge 
to the zeroes of f(z). The precedent discussion implies that {z’} is not an attractive point of 
the iterative algorithm (2). 
Different aspects of this topic can be found in [4,5]. 
EXAMPLE. For simultaneous extraction of the roots of generalized polynomial 
where 
a0 = 1, a1 = -0.2, 
do (%I = 1, $1(z) = z, 42(z) = et, 
we will apply the iteration formula (2) with 
Qk (z) = 
The graph of f(z) is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. 
The exact zeroes of f(z) with accuracy of 34 decimal digits are 
21 - -0.106674919813310217620282556800621329+2.64590438008356606616420741803218735i, 
z2 x0.106674919813310217620282556800621329-2.64590438~08356606616420741803218735i. 
System (3) for k = 0 reads 
where 
T (zy) = 
1 - 0.227 + ezy 
T (z;) = 
1 - 0.22; + & 
eZ? (z,” - 2: + 1) - e”: ’ ezzO (~5,” - .i$ - 1) + eZy ’ 
The critical initial approximations, obtained by Theorem 1, for which method (2) fails are 
2: M -0.02063173430752619869253665875427079-1.617043972448851731371326759133205i, 
4 M -0.02063173430752619869253665875426931+1.617043972448851731371326759133204i. 
Evidently, the vector z” is not an attractive point for iteration (2). 
3. REMARK 
In a recent paper, Weidner [6] suggested a class of correction programs and pointed out that the 
trigonometric and exponential polynomials can easily be transformed to algebraic polynomials 
to which the Weierstrass algorithm [7] can be applied, “making special algorithms superfluous”. 
(a) THE TRIGONOMETRIC CASE. Using Euler’s formulas for sine and cosine and the substitution 
eiz = t, the problem of finding the 2n simple roots of the trigonometric polynomial T(z) = 
a0 + CE==, (arc cos kz + bk sin kz) in the strip -r < Rz 5 n can be reduced to the root finding for 
an algebraic polynomial T*(t) = t2n + c2n-lt2n-1 + . . . + q, of degree 2n, where 
an-j + ib,-j 2a0 cj = j=O,...,n-1; c,=-’ 
a, - ib, ’ an - ib, ’ 
%+j = 
aj - ibj 
j = l,...,?z. 
a, - ib, ’ 
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The Weierstrass method tL+’ = ti -T* (tb)/#>k(t; - tj), k = 1, . ,2n can be applied, yielding 
the roots tk, Ic = 1,. . . ,2n. The roots of T* are then found as the principal values of zk = 
-i log tk. 
(b) THE EXPONENTIAL CASE E(L) = acC;=r(ake-“’ + bkekz). Using the substitution eZ = t 
it results in the transformed polynomial E*(t) = t2n + c27L-lt2n-1 + . + co with 
an-j 
Ci=b,> 
j = 0,. , n; c,+j = +, j = l,...,n. 
7L 
The Weierstrass method can be applied, yielding the roots tk, k = 1,. . ,2n. The roots of the 
original function J?(Z) are then i& = logtk, taking again the principal values. 
Let us consider the polynomial 
sinh(T)sinh(y)sinh(v) =O, 
which has the zeroes -11,27,100. After transformation it is equivalent to 
0.8087793657056825407692549441158113~ 10-26e1.5Z 
-217409367690062630.9243351629514087ex~2 
+115672271569847348634136182114.5201e~~~2 
-1931923669487629912941345.863896828e-’.5x = 0. 
After that, using the transformation t = e2, we receive 
t3 - 0.2688117141816135448412625551580065~ 1044t2 
+0.5088745393471813626255294941479274. 1057t 
-0.2388690601424991425462639294944161. 1051 = 0. 
The Weierstrass method [6], when we take initial approximations close to exact zeroes, leads to 
tl = 0.4694065858530405358919534896768233. lo-‘j, 
t2 = 0.1893051948634119001424206032658171~ 1014, 
t3 = 0.2688117141816135448412625551578174~ 1044. 
And after zi = log(&), i = 1,2,3 we receive 
x1 = -14.57179652326353145754433916378402, 
x2 = 30.57179652326353145754433916378470, 
x3 = 99.99999999999999999999999999999932, 
which obviously are not exact roots. 
On the other hand, after applying one of the specialized methods [2] for exponential equations, 
using initial approximations -10,26,99, we receive the exact roots with accuracy of 34 decimal 
digits after only eight iterations. 
We can conclude that the idea [6] for exponential polynomials will spread the roots upon 
the entire real axis and a wide class of equations cannot be solved even when we use multiple 
precision. The statement [6]: “this transformation of the problem has the additional advantage 
that the periodicity of the original functions is eliminated and the choice of starting values is 
simplified” is doubt. 
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This is an advantage but, from a practical point of view, only a slight one. Wilkinson pointed 
out the danger of losing significant digits in the computation of cj (multiple precision arithmetic 
is needed to get accurate results). This is the method of “successive deflations”. Computations 
in the floating-point arithmetic do not normally give any information about the accuracy of the 
obtained results because of the effect of rounding error and, potential propagation of the error 
due to uncertain data (for instance, uncertain polynomial coefficients). Generally, in the case of 
very close zeroes (“clusters of zeroes”) almost all algorithms either fail or work with enormous 
efforts. Numerical tests suggest that this transformation procedure has no advantage over the 
special algorithms for finding all roots of trigonometric and exponential polynomials. 
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